
Gardening Report - 9.7.13 

 

Gardening Coffee Morning - Judging by the turnout I would say it was a very 

successful morning. Many owners were keen to chat to Alfonso (STV) & he discussed 

gardening issues non stop for over two hours, didn't even get a coffee.  Without 

exception all the owners commented how improved the gardens were compared to 

previous years - good to see more colour around the resort - no doubt because the 

plants are maturing & we're in the flowering season.  It was good to see Spanish 

owners attend the coffee morning & meetings were arranged to view their gardens. 

 

Owners commented they were pleased with additional new planting around their 

buildings. A few owners arranged to replace untidy hedges with more colour & were 

prepared to pay for the planting themselves.  Other owners arranged for additional 

planting to be paid for out of their building budget & requests were received for low 

maintenance Atrium planting. 

 

Comments received include: 

 

-   Keep the grass longer - this is already being done 

-   Wild flower planting on Local Authority land  

-   Gardening Volunteer Day 

-   Ecological gardening group to cultivate plants - an owner has offered to co-ordinate 

this 

-   If we need to plant new or replace old trees - plant fruit & nut trees -

orange/lemon/almond etc.  -   Wonderful to have fresh herbs readily available, on the 

resort, which we have at the moment 

-   Nice to see trees are not being cut back so severely 

-   The cost of maintaining the central reservations with all the mowing around the 

lamp posts and trees must be substantial, so perhaps we could consider a programme 

of replacing the grass with either artificial grass, gravel or bark thus saving on water 

and labour. 

-   Where grass is not thriving and efforts to improve this are not working, perhaps we 

could try replacing some areas with good quality artificial grass - again saving on 

labour and water. 



-   Could we save by having solar lighting along the pathways and LED bulbs in all the 

electrical lighting appliances? 

 -  Request gardeners/golf course keepers not to use loud machinery before a sensible 

hour.   

 

As a social event it was brilliant to see & more like a garden party than a coffee 

morning so all very worthwhile.  We are currently carrying out a Gardening Feasibility 

Study & all the above comments will be taken into consideration.  If you have any 

further comments please email Viv Church. 

Finally a big 'Thank You' to Val, Denise & Daphne for helping to set everything up & 

serving the drinks & cakes. 

 

Viv Church 

 
 

 



 
 

 
 
 
 
 


